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THE MUSIC OF ED HUGHES

Ed Hughes and I met as students at Cambridge in 1988 where we organised and
participated in numerous new music concerts. I went on to study piano at the Royal
Northern College of Music. Shortly after, while I was beginning my freelance career
based in Manchester, I was hearing rumours of a wonderful new ensemble managed
by Ed Hughes and called the Cambridge New Music Players.

In 1994 I was asked to play for a recording of Hughes’s Lanterns with CNMP conducted
by Paul Hoskins. I was immediately struck by the skilful use of polyphony, clarity of
orchestration and uniqueness of style. Although the harmonic language of Lanterns is
often tonal it is at times modal, and there was something about the music that I just
had not heard anywhere else. A year later I became the full time pianist for the
ensemble – a role I have performed ever since.

To this day I feel that Ed Hughes’s musical voice is all his own and sounds like no other.
That is not to say that no influences can be heard. The presence of one of his teachers,
Michael Finnissy, is there in the background, particularly in the early 1990s works
Media Vita and the first two Orchids. But the influence has been completely digested
and the musical result is highly original.

Just a word about polyphony, which is the dominant element in most of Hughes’s
works. As students, we were both profoundly affected by one of the courses we
attended in our first years at Cambridge. It was called The Continental Motet from
Dufay to Josquin and Dr Andrew Jones of Selwyn College delivered a series of
electrifying lectures on the subject. This led to Hughes’s further research into areas
such as the Eton Choir Book, and the music of Michael Tippett.

Hughes’s use of rhythm is at once complex and simple. He delights in counterpoint
where the lines are in varying tempi, often employing irrational ratios (such as seven in
the time of six, as in the 1st Orchid) against others. But however dense or complex the
texture, his writing for multiple voices in works such as Sun, New Moon and Women
Shouting, A Buried Flame and the opera The Birds is always transparent enough for the
listener to hear every word.



Another aspect of Hughes’s compositional career has been an interest in film music,
particularly for silent cinema. His MPhil supervisor Alexander Goehr introduced him to
Eisler and Adorno’s Composing for the films (OUP 1947). This led to work on a Joris
Ivens film called Regen (Rain), which Eisler discusses in that book and scored as part of
his experimental film music project in the 1940s. In 2001, the Bath Festival
commissioned Hughes to write a new score to accompany this beautiful short film.
This has since been performed to show an alternative approach to Eisler’s in the UK
(NMP/Chroma/Oxford University ISIS Ensemble); Israel (Israel Contemporary Players);
and Germany (Ensemble Klangexekutive in Berlin/student ensemble of the Institut für
Neue Musik der Hochschule für Musik Freiburg). Further projects in the 2000s would
include new scores to significant early silent films by Yasujiro Ozu and Sergei
Eisenstein.

Ed Hughes’s film music always seems to fulfil the intentions of the film’s director,
particularly in the case of Eisenstein where the two art forms appear to fit inseparably.
And perhaps the edgy influence of 1920s visual devices such as montage can be
detected in more recent music for the concert hall, such as the Chamber Concerto.

Richard Casey



THE MUSIC

Quartet
The Quartet is a single movement for clarinet, violin, cello and piano featuring an
elision of contrasting states – broad, lyrical and gliding surfaces, with pointed, highly
articulated and rhythmically driven episodes. There are four raw materials in the
Quartet – i) a six-note motif first played by the clarinet, violin and piano in unison in
the first four bars, ii) descending semi-chromatic scale figures, iii) chains of minor
thirds and semitones and iv) arpeggiated ostinato accompanimental figurations. These
materials are energetically interwoven in ever different permutations in a constantly
metamorphosing contrapuntal display. As in Hughes’s other works there is a relation
with classical form, but it is a critical one and always guided, and sometimes eclipsed,
by a fascination with polyphonic musical processes.

The Quartet was commissioned by London Sinfonietta with funds from the RVW Trust
for the ‘State of the Nation’ concerts in February 1998.

Richard Casey

Chamber Concerto
The Chamber Concerto started life as a single movement for an ensemble of thirteen
instruments. Later Hughes re-scored it for seven players and added three more
movements. The inclusion of the horn and bass clarinet, which often form an earthy
duet within the texture, gives an extra kind of punch to the work.

Of the Chamber Concerto Hughes has written, ‘My music is influenced by all kinds of
polyphonic writing – meaning both vocal and instrumental varieties. Recently I have
become interested in the ways in which musical forms based on rhythmic processes
can enable layering to emerge, so that harmonies and textures coexist rather than
resolve.’ This is why all four movements end abruptly with absolutely no sense of
closure.

The first movement is a brisk and vigorously pounding Allegro resembling some of the
more edgy and jagged writing to be found in Hughes’s music to Eisenstein’s film
Strike. Complex multifaceted textures in differing rhythmic values and figurations are
heard simultaneously alongside more melodic cantabile lines. The rapid ‘five-finger
exercise’ accompanimental figure featured here is also to be found as a textural layer



in Dark Formations and several other works, and could be said to be one of Hughes’s
musical fingerprints. Also in common with Dark Formations is the use of the rhythmic
motif quaver + two semi-quavers – a rhythm that preoccupied Shostakovich in so many
of his works. This motif reappears in all the other three movements.

The second movement is a more relaxed Andante every bit as polyphonic as the first.
Melodies in the strings are lightly decorated with luminous chords in the piano and
with staccato repeated-note semi-quavers in the wind.

The third movement is an ebullient Scherzo in which Hughes superimposes a web of
polyphonic melodies against ‘Saint-Saënsian’ triplet arpeggios running from top to
bottom of the piano, with brittle interjections from the horn and bass clarinet.
However, the composer’s direction is dream-like, suggesting that under all the surface
activity a kind of slower, more pensive music is taking place.

The fourth movement, a Presto finale, makes a strong feature of parallel triads in the
piano which can also be found in Strike!. The movement is a synthesis of the other
three, incorporating all the music we have already heard in a new way, almost like the
dramatis personae of an energetic play, who, reluctant to leave the stage, make their
curtain call in full character.

Richard Casey

Dark Formations
Ed Hughes writes:
‘Dark Formations is the first result of a collaboration between David Chandler,
Professor of Photography at the University of Plymouth, and University of Sussex
composer Ed Hughes. Conceived as part of a projected larger project this work
reflects on the relentlessly destructive forces of war through sound and music, and
rarely seen photographs from the archives of the Imperial War Museum of the
intensive bombing campaign waged by the Allies against German cities during the final
years of World War II’.

David Chandler writes:
‘...there is the visceral horror of what happened on the ground, so painstakingly
revealed by a number of recent studies, including W G Sebald’s, and by the
testimonies of survivors. The scenes described test the imagination, a kind of surreal



nightmare of super heat, liquefaction and the transmutation of all matter, including
bodies, finally into dust.

‘Above all this, float aerial photographs such as the one reproduced here, showing a
Lancaster amid the flares, smoke and explosions from one of the night raids on
Hamburg in July 1943, the cover image of the first English edition of Sebald’s On The
Natural History of Destruction. Such pictures were produced by the bombers’ onboard
cameras: dropping bombs and taking photographs being the two interlaced goals of
the missions – the bombs dispatched and the impact documented in a forty-five
second window over the target area. But in this image, so disturbingly unreal in
relation to the circumstances of its particular time and place, we might imagine that
the grinding noise of huge machines in space, the shuddering motion of the planes,
and all the explosions and blinding flashes had been temporarily suspended as the
Lancaster glides silently across the sky casting great arcs of light as if writing its own
airborne signature.

‘These mesmerizing hallucinations of the camera powerfully evoke Paul Virilio’s notion
of the “cinematic delirium” of the air-war, a war increasingly orchestrated as a
fantastic drama on screens and through photographic lenses. The raid depicted in this
photograph added a further significant dimension to what Virilio called the “logistics
of perception,” being the very first to use a new “H2S centimetric navigational radar,”
which, as Virilio has noted, gave pilots “not just a radar signal but a ‘radar image’, a
luminous silhouette of the target over which they were flying.” In his book “War and
Cinema,” Virilio reproduces a photograph of “Pathfinder Force” airmen – whose
planes located and marked targets with flares – standing in front of a display of such
images. As the men inspect the results of their work, they are also gazing at an
abstracted spectacle with which their own destinies are entwined, transfixed by
images that cast them and their fate in another reality, as heroic players in an
ennobling and hauntingly beautiful cinematic war of light.’

(Extract from an essay by David Chandler in Photography & Culture Volume 4 Issue 2,
July 2011, pp. 195–200)
David Chandler is Professor of Photography at the University of Plymouth
Extract reproduced with the permission of the author



Just as David Chandler’s conception is in a sense monothematic, Ed Hughes’s music for
Dark Formations is expressed as a single basic idea from beginning to end. This static
and monumental work is constructed from a number of textural layers which fade in
and out intermittently. The bass line of the piano part is the fundamental and slowest
layer, each low octave lasting as much as one minute before the next is played. Above
this the strings and wind play long notes which soon evolve into slowly rising scales. A
five note ostinato in the piano right hand provides the motor rhythm of the piece to
which is later added a patterned sequence of semi-quaver figurations played
sometimes in the high register of the piano (enhanced occasionally by electronic
delay) and sometimes by the flute and clarinet. The piece is structured dynamically by
waves of slow crescendi and diminuendi which manipulate our sense of tension and
relaxation. A few minutes into the piece a new rhythmic motif, quaver + two semi-
quavers, all staccato, is introduced by the horn and bass clarinet, clashing eerily with
the pre-existing texture. About two-thirds into the piece the horn plays a striking
melody which descends from the top to the bottom of the instrument. This seems to
have the effect of rotating the piece by 180° as the emphasis changes from the idea of
ascent to descent. In the final pages the texture gradually thins as the piano semi-
quavers dissolve into triplet arpeggio figures around the note E, held by the other
instruments in turn.

Richard Casey

Dark Formations is an ongoing audiovisual project by David Chandler and Ed Hughes

Strike!
Strike! was completed in 2006 as a study for a complete scoring of Eisenstein’s film
‘Strike’, which followed in 2007. The movement was broadcast on BBC Radio 3’s Hear
and Now programme in 2008. Strike! captures the turbulent and ever-changing visual
qualities of the film while avoiding a purely mimetic approach. Instead it focusses on
the gradual increase in tension between the workers and the bosses which drives and
precipitates the drama to new stages of action and, eventually, tragedy. The musical
processes are deliberately layered and recur in different patterns and forms, reflecting
the kaleidoscopic and virtuoso construction of the images. The New Music Players
performed the score in venues across the UK including, memorably, the atrium of the



British Library in London as part of the Library’s 2007 ‘Breaking the Rules’ feature on
the European Avant Garde 1900-1937.

Sextet
The Sextet is in three movements and is scored for flute, clarinet, violin, ’cello,
marimba/vibraphone and piano.

The first movement began life as a meditation on the chant heard in the alto line of
John Taverner’s Missa Gloria tibi Trinitas. It is rather like the In Nomine instrumental
form favoured by composers writing for viol consorts up until Purcell’s time, although
there are also many examples of the genre in the Fitzwilliam Virginal Book. The
plainsong theme is accompanied by flurries of chains of minor thirds and semitones,
not unlike the material found in Quartet.

The second movement, the last to be composed, uses minimalist patterns to create
‘pools of sound’ through which instrumental lines flow, reflected above and below the
arpeggios of the piano and vibraphone. Indeed the combination of these two
instruments playing in exact unison is a striking aspect of this movement’s sound
world, as is the use of a tango-like rhythm heard on the pizzicato strings of the ’cello.

The third movement is more abstractly related to a pre-existing form – the ground, or
repeating bass line over which new music is created. There is a feeling of being ever
more drawn into the piece harmonically as a result of the ’cello part descending
deeper and deeper down a circle of fifths. This movement is a virtuoso piece with a
particularly demanding flute part expertly played on this disc by the New Music
Player’s flautist, Rowland Sutherland. The middle section is a solo duet for the pianist’s
two hands, lightly accompanied by the other members of the ensemble.

Richard Casey

Light Cuts Through Dark Skies
In 2001 Hughes was commissioned by the Bath International Music Festival to create a
new accompaniment to Joris Ivens’s 1929 silent film of Amsterdam, Regen (Rain). The
music was performed by the New Music Players in a concert which also included
Eisler’s Vierzehn Arten den Regen zu beschreiben (Fourteen Ways of describing the Rain).
The two scores were performed to two successive screenings of the film. Hughes’s



Still from Regen (1929, Ivens) courtesy EFJI



composition uses repeating patterns and polyphonic techniques. It aims to give a
fresh musical reading of the intricate visual patterns and subtle shifts in light and
perspectives offered by the film. Depending on the speed of performance, and
projection speed, short pauses can occur between the sections in the music, opening
up silence as a productive tension in the counterpoint between music and moving
images.

While many of Eisler’s changes of texture in the music correspond directly with a
cinematic cut between one scene and another in Ivens’s film, a good few do not. Eisler
has written about the relationship between the music and the film, suggesting that
‘the simplest naturalistic form of synchronous depiction of details right up to the
extreme contrast effects’ is one technique, but another is ‘that in which the music
rather “considers” the picture than follows it.’

The latter approach has always been Hughes’s philosophy to music for film, not only
for the Ivens project, but for the Eisenstein and Ozu film scores. The six sections of the
work do not directly correspond with the fourteen of Ivens in any direct way but
instead acquire an almost choreographic affinity.

The first and last sections of Hughes’s score reflect the dancing play of light on water
before and after the rain has started or stopped respectively. Isn’t it amazing how
black and white film enhances this? The brooding nature of the fifth section reflects
the canals of Amsterdam on a cold day.

Although it is expedient to perform Light Cuts with a conductor, particularly when
with film for synchronicity, the work for mixed quintet is as much chamber music as its
Eislerian sister piece, displaying Hughes’s gift for using the duos and trios within the
five instruments to great transparent effect.

Richard Casey

Orchids for solo piano (1990 – 2002)
A series of works for solo piano, the exotic floral image of the title suggesting
common patterns which underlie gradual changes in the music. Each is a variegated
single movement form in which the sections fold into each other, like waves or petals,
disturbing and interrupting the surface polyphony.



The 1st Orchid (1990) dedicated to Nicolas Hodges begins with rhythmically complex
yet cantabile four-part counterpoint climbing from the middle to the very top of the
keyboard only to re-emerge at the very bottom. A second exploratory developmental
passage is hauntingly punctuated by a chiming chord and dissolves into the third
section where the melodies in the various parts of the polyphony keep turning back
on themselves creating a cumulative tension. After an atmospheric silence the varied
material of the opening returns, strongly featuring the same chiming chord we have
heard earlier.

The 2nd Orchid (1991) dedicated to Benjamin Morison is similarly contrapuntal but much
faster than its predecessor. The melodies are rhapsodic and quirky and unfold in a
constant state of evolution as if on an unpredictable journey. The harmony is more
astringent in this Orchid with little in the way of cadence, except at the very end where
we are somewhat taken (pleasantly) by surprise.

The 3rd Orchid (1994) dedicated to Stephen Gutman is the most lyrical of the set
marked with expression, gently singing. The inner parts of the opening polyphony
resemble the interlaced petals of a flower. The harmonic language is largely tonal, the
melodies are largely stepwise and the phrase lengths are largely two or four bars
leading to a feeling of simplicity and disciplined elegance. A secondary theme
noticeable for its syncopations has a certain mediaeval feel to it. Hughes
superimposes it on itself in different tempi at several places in the work with true
renaissance craft.

The 4th Orchid (1996) dedicated to Michael Finnissy, one of Hughes’s former
composition teachers, is the most subtle and fragile of these delicate flowers. Four-
part counterpoint similar to that of the 1st Orchid forms the texture of the opening.
Harmonic ambiguity leads to a feeling of searching until a rich chord in the bass plants
the music firmly in the tonal area of C and later E flat minor. Ambiguity returns,
however, in the last few bars, where the music almost tries to escape from itself.

The 5th Orchid (2000) dedicated to Robert Saudek is a moto perpetuo toccata in two
parts throughout. While one hand plays the highly virtuosic semi-quaver figurations,
the other sings out a melody which at times sounds like a plainchant cantus firmus.
The harmonic language vacillates from the diatonic to the utterly dissonant,
sometimes without warning. The close juxtaposition of stability and instability is one



of many interesting facets at play here. The ending in the C# of the opening bars is
unnervingly quiet considering the vast journey the music has undergone.

The 6th Orchid (2002) dedicated to Richard Casey is harder edged still. The dissonant,
strangely sparse two-part counterpoint of the opening evokes a terrifying volcanic
landscape. As the work progresses the two parts become three, the interval of the
minor sixth assumes prominence in the right hand and the counterpoint is abandoned
by the left hand in favour of rippling arpeggios. The ending resolves calmly and
consonantly, like the 3rd Orchid, in the key of D major. The bass note of the chiming
chord in the 1st Orchid is D. The opening bars of the 4th Orchid suggest D as a tonal
centre before the music wanders elsewhere. Also the 2nd Orchid frequently hints
briefly at the importance of D. Therefore the D major resolution of the 6th Orchid can
be experienced as the journey’s end of the series as a whole.

Richard Casey

A Buried Flame
A Buried Flame for either chorus or solo voices (SSAATBarB) was commissioned by
Bath Camerata directed by Nigel Perrin with financial support from the PRS
Foundation. Texts are drawn from Psalm 69, and three poems from the collection
Poems from Guantanamo (University of Iowa Press, 2007) with permission of the
book’s editor, Marc Falkoff, and publisher, University of Iowa Press.

The poems in this collection were by current and former detainees at Guantanamo
Bay, at time of publication, translated into English. As Kate Allen, Amnesty
International UK Director, wrote, ‘The poems in this collection were written against
enormous odds. The men detained in Guantanamo Bay are routinely held in solitary
confinement, condemned without a fair trial, many of them tortured. Through it all,
some have taken sanctuary in poetry and through [these poems] we hear their voices
and glimpse their innermost feelings. Their poems are a remarkable and moving
testament to the power of the human spirit.’

I was struck by the modernity of these poems and their ‘general concern with physical
incarceration and oppression rather than with Islam’ as Flagg Miller notes in an
introduction to the collection. At the same time suffering, oppression and



imprisonment have unfortunately been constant markers of human experience
throughout the ages, as seen in Psalm 69, to take an example from Christian tradition.

The kernel of this new composition is a recognition, prompted by this collection of
poems, that the ‘war on terror’ has undoubtedly resulted in detention without trial
and further injustices; the music exists as a response to the poetry while including the
notion that any hope for the future must reside in religions and political cultures
talking to one another, and seeking reconciliation.

Ed Hughes

PART 1: Psalm 69
PART 2: ‘Ode To The Sea’ by Ibrahim Al Rubaish
PART 3: ‘Two Fragments’ by Shaikh Abdurraheem Muslim Dost
PART 4: ‘Homeward Bound’ by Moazzam Begg

PART 1: Psalm 69 – Page 1
Save me, O God; for the waters are come in unto my soul.
I sink in deep mire, where there is no standing: I am come into deep waters, where the
floods overflow me.
I am weary of my crying: my throat is dried: mine eyes fail while I wait for my God.
They that hate me without a cause are more than the hairs of mine head: they that
would destroy me, being mine enemies wrongfully, are mighty: then I restored that
which I took not away.
O God, thou knowest my foolishness; and my sins are not hid from thee.
...
When I wept, and chastened my soul with fasting, that was to my reproach.
...
Deliver me out of the mire, and let me not sink: let me be delivered from them that
hate me, and out of the deep waters.
...
Reproach hath broken my heart; and I am full of heaviness: and I looked for some to
take pity, but there was none; and for comforters, but I found none.

The texts for Parts 2, 3 and 4 may be found in Poems from Guantanamo ed. Marc
Falkoff, © University of Iowa Press, 2007



Quartet
Fiona Cross clarinet
Thomas Gould violin
Michael Atkinson cello
Richard Casey piano

Chamber Concerto
Rowland Sutherland flute
Fiona Cross clarinet
Charlotte Webber bass clarinet
Thomas Gould violin
Michael Atkinson cello
Richard Casey piano
Roger Montgomery horn
Patrick Bailey conductor

Dark Formations
Rowland Sutherland flute
Fiona Cross clarinet
Charlotte Webber bass clarinet
Thomas Gould violin
Michael Atkinson cello
Richard Casey piano
Roger Montgomery horn
Patrick Bailey conductor

Strike!
Rowland Sutherland flute
Fiona Cross clarinet
Roger Montgomery horn
Edward Maxwell trumpet
Richard Casey piano
Tim Palmer percussion
Michael Atkinson cello
Paul Sherman double bass
Patrick Bailey conductor

Sextet
Rowland Sutherland flute
Inigo Alonso clarinet
Mieko Kanno violin
Michael Atkinson cello
Richard Casey piano
Tim Palmer percussion
Patrick Bailey conductor

Light Cuts Through Dark Skies
Rowland Sutherland flute
Fiona Cross clarinet
Marcus Barcham-Stevens violin
Michael Atkinson cello
Richard Casey piano
Patrick Bailey conductor

Orchids
Richard Casey piano solo

A Buried Flame
Fleur Bray soprano
Bridget Kerrison soprano
Charlotte Shorthouse mezzo
Lucy Williams mezzo
William Morgan tenor
Michael Bunting bass
John Hancorn conductor



THE MUSICIANS

Patrick Bailey has conducted concerts with Philharmonia (Music of Today), Royal
Philharmonic Orchestra, Britten Sinfonia, London Sinfonietta (including the UK
premiere of Nono’s Prometeo at the Royal Festival Hall), ViVA, New Music Players,
Endymion and many others. He was Music Director of The Opera Group from 2004-08
and conducted premieres of work by Edward Rushton, Judith Weir, Kenneth Hesketh
and others and new productions including Street Scene (winner, Best Musical, Evening
Standard Awards). He is currently Education & Community Director for the London
Philharmonic Orchestra.

Richard Casey was born in Manchester in 1966 and started playing the piano at the
age of seven. After graduating in Music and Modern Languages at St John’s College,
Cambridge, he studied piano at the Royal Northern College of Music with Marjorie
Clementi and Martin Roscoe, and later with Ronan O’Hora. In 1997 Richard won first
prize in the British Contemporary Piano Competition, an achievement which attracted
a series of solo engagements in the UK and abroad. Based in Manchester, Richard
complements his solo career with a strong commitment to chamber music. He
frequently gives 2-piano concerts with his duo partner, Ian Buckle, specialising in
repertoire from the twentieth and twenty-first centuries. Since 1994 he has been
pianist with the New Music Players and has performed frequently as a guest with the
London Sinfonietta, Lontano and Liverpool-based Ensemble 10:10. Richard is also a
founder-member of the Manchester-based contemporary music ensemble Psappha.
Since 1991 he has performed over 400 works with the group throughout the UK and in
tours of Spain, Holland, Ireland, France, Belgium, Australia and the USA. Richard has
recorded the complete piano works of Camden Reeves, Anthony Gilbert and Sir Peter
Maxwell Davies, as well as Edward Cowie’s epic Rutherford’s Lights and Ed Hughes’
Orchids for solo piano. Richard is currently Pianist in Residence with Salford University,
and teaches piano at Manchester University.

John Hancorn is a choral director, singer and vocal animateur. He is Music Director of
the East Sussex Bach Choir and co-director of The Baroque Collective and BREMF
Singers. He directed the world premiere of Orlando Gough’s opera, The Finnish
Prisoner and community cantata Dead Head. Other recent projects include Ed Hughes
Song for St Cecilia, Handel Acis and Galatea, Scarlatti Stabat Mater and Purcell The Fairy



Queen at Brighton Theatre Royal. John directed chamber choir courses at Dartington
International Summer School for many years and teaches at Trinity College of Music,
Christ’s Hospital and AIMS International Music School.

Ed Hughes studied at Cambridge with Robin Holloway and Alexander Goehr, and at
Southampton with Michael Finnissy. Commissions include City of London Festival (an
opera to a libretto by Glyn Maxwell, The Birds, for The Opera Group and I Fagiolini),
Brighton Festival, Bath Camerata, Glyndebourne/Photoworks, Tacet Ensemble and
London Sinfonietta. Performances include City of London Festival, Buxton Opera
House, Queen Elizabeth Hall, Linbury Studio Theatre, Jerusalem Music Centre,
Salamanca Festival, Sydney Festival and a number of BBC Radio 3 broadcasts.

Auditorium (2007) for Glyndebourne and Photoworks, an orchestral and electronics
score arising from a collaboration with the visual artist Sophy Rickett, was performed
live at Glyndebourne in November 2007, and has toured internationally as an
audiovisual installation. He has written several ensemble scores for iconic silent films
of the early twentieth century including Ivens’s Regen, Eisenstein’s Battleship
Potemkin and Strike (Tartan Video 2007) and a series of scores for the BFI’s Ozu
Collection. His choral work, A Buried Flame (2010) was commissioned by the PRS
Foundation and subsequently selected by the ISCM for the World Music Days-Flanders
2012. Current work includes When The Flame Dies, a chamber opera, in collaboration
with the writer Roger Morris.

New Music Players was founded by Ed Hughes in 1990. Early projects included
commissions from Michael Finnissy and Howard Skempton, and the first UK
performance of John Cage’s Europera 5. The ensemble appeared at Huddersfield
Contemporary Music Festival, the Brighton Festival, ICA, Purcell Room and in many
other festivals and venues during the 1990s. In the 2000s NMP held residencies at
York, Bristol and Nottingham Universities and broadcast regularly on BBC Radio 3.
The ensemble features some of the UK’s finest musicians, and draws inspiration from
the range and versatility of their collective experience. Core players are also members
of the BBC Symphony Orchestra, Royal Opera House, Manchester Camerata, the
English Chamber Orchestra, Psappha, notes inégales and others extending to period
instrument performance, jazz and improvisation.



The ensemble developed major touring projects in 2005 and 2007, the latter funded by
Arts Council England. These featured Ed Hughes’s scores for Eisenstein’s silent films
Battleship Potemkin and Strike, which were taken to venues ranging from the Hove
Engineerium to the Atrium of the British Library. In 2010 a concert for the Out Hear
series at Kings Place explored music and photography with several film and musical
premieres.

New Music Players recorded five of its commissions (Ed Hughes, James Wood, Gordon
McPherson, Rowland Sutherland, Rolf Hind) for the London Independent Records
label in 2003. A CD of works by Japanese composer Jo Kondo appeared in 1996 on the
Japanese ALM records label. NMP recorded Ed Hughes’s scores for Eisenstein’s films
Battleship Potemkin and Strike on a DVD box set released by Tartan Video in 2007.
Ozu’s 1932 film I was born but… with a score by Ed Hughes was released by the BFI in a
new recording by NMP in January 2011.

© © © © ©

Recorded at St Michael’s Church, Highgate, London, 28 September 2010 (Quartet, Chamber
Concerto, Dark Formations); St. Silas the Martyr, Kentish Town, London 26 February 2007 (Strike!),
St. Silas the Martyr 16 January 2000 (Sextet), St. Silas the Martyr 28 January 2004 (Light Cuts),
Faculty of Music Concert Hall, Cambridge University 21 December 2011 (Orchids), St. Silas the Martyr
8 June 2011 (A Buried Flame)
All recordings, except Light Cuts Through Dark Skies, by the Classical Recording Company
Recording Producer: Simon Weir
Recording Engineer: Morgan Roberts
www.classicalrecording.co.uk
This edition ℗ 2012 Ed Hughes ©2012 Divine Art Limited (Diversions LLC for USA/Canada)

Light Cuts Through Dark Skies recording used with permission of Sound and Music; a short extract
previously appeared on Critical Notice UP/BMIC UPCN01
Recording Producer: David Lefeber

Sextet appeared previously on a limited edition of 500 CDs released on the composer’s own label

Strike! appeared previously in a DTS 5.1 mix for Tartan Video
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RAF, took part in Operation CHASTISE (the "Dams Raid") during the following May.
© Imperial War Museums: IWM C 3371. Used with permission.

Page 3: Photograph of Richard Casey at Cambridge West Road Concert Hall by Ed Hughes.
Photograph of Ed Hughes at Kings Place by Andrew Venn

Page 11: Still image from the film ‘Regen’ or ‘Rain’ (1929) by Joris Ivens © European Foundation Joris
Ivens. www.ivens.nl. Used with permission.

Page 20 and back cover: Photographs of the New Music Players in performance at Kings Place
accompanying Dark Formations live by Andrew Venn.

Page 22: New Music Players recording session 28 September 2010 at St. Michael’s Church, Highgate

Back cover: photograph of Ed Hughes by Katie Vandyck
All images are copyright and used with permission. All rights reserved.
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Ed Hughes website www.edhughes.org.uk
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